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Denver delivers
seamless
IBM Maximo
upgrade
for BP

Overview
As a worldwide energy leader, BP provides fuel and energy for their
customers’ everyday life. BP’s Toledo refinery processes up to 160,000
barrels of crude oil per day and provides the Midwestern United
States with gasoline, diesel, jet fuel, propane and asphalt.
When BP and Husky Energy had to upgrade the enterprise asset management system at their
joint venture refinery at Toledo in Ohio, they needed a partner they could trust. The businesses
conducted a competitive tender and – based on Denver’s detailed response and 30-year track
record of delivering hundreds of successful projects for BP– entrusted the upgrade to the
technology solutions partner.
BP-Husky Toledo (BP-H) had been using version 4.1 of IBM Maximo to manage key refinery
maintenance activities for nearly 20 years, however the system had reached end-of-life and was
increasingly difficult to support. By early 2017, BP-H needed to upgrade to IBM Maximo version
7.6 and standardise business processes across BP-H with its Cherry Point refinery in Washington,
which could then become a template and be further extended throughout its global downstream
business.
The Cherry Point refinery was already running on IBM Maximo version 7.6 after an upgrade from
IBM Maximo version 7.1. BP also wanted to create a Downstream OneMaximo Template that would
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ease the deployment process at other locations
running IBM Maximo. These included a refinery

minds of an operation like BP,” says Paul Phelan,

“Maintenance in a
refinery organisation
is important from a
safety perspective,
and safety is
paramount in
the minds of an
operation like BP,”

Senior Project Manager, Denver. “Maintenance

Paul Phelan

at Kwinana in Western Australia and pipelines in
the United States.

A Critical Upgrade
BP and Husky Energy had reached a point
at which a successful upgrade was critical to
BP-H’s continued operation. “Maintenance in a
refinery organisation is important from a safety
perspective, and safety is paramount in the

also affects uptime and throughput. So if a
system fails to keep processes running at an
optimal level, it affects safety and performance
as well as barrel-per-day outputs and
consequently revenue.”
Denver could provide the level of expertise needed to deliver the project on-time, within budget and
to the stringent requirements of the joint venture partners. “Our teams had worked with BP at the
Bulwer Island operation in Queensland and at the Kwinana Refinery in Western Australia.
“We’d also undertaken some ancillary work for BP at its head office in Melbourne,” says Phelan. “We
had plenty of runs on the board and were a proven performer for the organisation.”

A 13-Month Project
BP and Husky Energy formally engaged Denver to complete the project. On 24 June 2017, the joint
venture partners established a go-live date of 24 July 2018 and agreed a budget.
During the years spent running IBM Maximo version 4.1, BP-H had created a range of standalone
applications and interfaces to other systems.
The upgrade project required Denver to assess how these applications, interfaces and reports were
used in the existing version of Maximo, and map these requirements to IBM Maximo version 7.6.
Denver embarked on a rigorous process of mapping every business process that used IBM Maximo or
data held in the system. “We documented more than 120 processes and verified them as correct with
our subject matter experts,” explains Phelan.
Denver confirmed it had documented the ‘as is’ state of IBM Maximo properly and used each business
process to create a ‘to be’ map for the upgraded system.
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This mapping detailed how Denver could feed additional functionality back into the Downstream
OneMaximo Template running at the BP Cherry Point refinery. “Where BP-H used capabilities not used
by Cherry Point, we expanded the Downstream OneMaximo Template so we could roll these back into
the Cherry Point system in future,” says Phelan.
Denver worked with experts from the business to confirm the paper-based ‘to be’ processes were
acceptable, and configured a test environment with data from BP-H.

1,100 Test Scripts
“To assure ourselves the project would work, we created more than 1,100 test
scripts that exercised all of the 120-plus business processes, and conducted
user acceptance testing with a snapshot of data from BP-H,” says Phelan.

1,100

test scripts

Denver then worked with BP-H subject matter experts to enter data into the
system –enabling the solution provider’s team members to identify any gaps
and prepare the system to go live.
Denver and BP-H were well aware that moving to IBM Maximo version 7.6
would require 300 users at BP-H to adapt to extensive change. Denver

120+

business
processes

created a range of training materials and, once the upgrade was completed,
kept team members on site to address questions or issues through its early
phase to bed in the system.
Thanks to Denver’s skills and expertise, and the commitment of BP-H, Denver
completed the project on time and within 1% of the June 2017 budget

300
users

forecast.

Relationships, Knowledge and Collaboration Drive Success
Phelan describes the keys to success from a Denver perspective as establishing relationships with key
stakeholders; leveraging existing knowledge and understanding the client’s needs; and working with
the client’s team to ensure a successful outcome.

“We had already established trust and
credibility by delivering consistently for BP over
30 years in a no-fuss manner.”
Paul Phelan
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“We had already established trust and credibility by delivering consistently for BP over 30 years in a
no-fuss manner,” he says. “For this specific project, we adopted an holistic approach to manage an
array of vendors and stakeholders within the business.”
Denver also took the time to properly identify the client’s requirements and adjusted delivery as
needed.
This approach ensured its knowledge of BP and
Maximo projects were leveraged fully to maximise
the likelihood of a successful outcome. “Our key
team members have many years of experience
at our business – giving our client confidence it
was working with proven, capable performers,”
says Phelan. “We also pride ourselves on giving
complete transparency to the client so it could
assure itself the project was progressing according
to plan.”
Finally, the quality of the training materials Denver
developed made the user training and education
process as easy as possible.

Communication A Key Factor

“Our key team
members have many
years of experience
at our business –
giving our client
confidence it was
working with
proven, capable
performers.”
Paul Phelan

“The entire Denver team has the ability to
communicate and interact with people of varying
degrees of IT knowledge and deliver the appropriate messages,” explains a BP spokesperson. These
people ranged from highly technical offshore personnel to end users working in the business’s store
rooms.
“We could tell how effective Denver’s experts were by watching the reactions of our team members,”
the spokesperson adds. “Our people were typically happy to see them and gave them the time they
requested. We saw a great deal of mutual respect and this contributed greatly to the success of the
project.
“We say at BP our people are our greatest asset and Denver could say this about their people as well.”

About Denver
For over 30 years, Denver had been connecting business and technology to solve the challenges and opportunities
facing our customers in asset intensive organisations. Working hand in hand with our partners and clients across
the globe, our team delivers exceptional outcomes as we strive for excellence. Visit us at www.denver.com.au
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Carlo Calleri
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